In [6] I have given a generalization of the Lebesgue measure density theorem to the Haar measure on a locally compact group. A slight modification of the argument given there yields the following: Theorem A. Let A be a o-bounded subset and p. a left-invariant Haar measure of a locally compact group G. Then there exists a sequence Un of bounded measurable neighborhoods of the unit e of G such that pt*(Ai\U"x)/u(U"x)-»1, m-»a» for almost all x out of a measurable cover of A. The sequence Un may be chosen out of a given basis of bounded measurable neighborhoods and simultaneously for a countable family of sets A. Other estimates for pi(AB) (e.g. M. Kneser [4] ) can be used in the same manner. is of the second category, and so is N at e. Further, as the measure of the boundary of N is zero, the boundary has empty interior; and that implies the condition of Baire. hoods U of e and p*(NC\U) ^p(mt(N)r\P) > 0, so A is e-joint. 3 . A subadditive function f on a locally compact group G is a function whose values are real or + » and which satisfies f(xy) èf(x) +f(y).x Such functions have been studied by E. Hille and M. Zorn [3] , [2] , R. A. Rosenbaum [8] and others, mainly in connection with semigroups.
With a subadditive function / there are associated the functions /*(x)=lim iniy^.xf(y) and/*(x)=lim sup"..x/(y) which are subadditive, lower resp. upper semicontinuous and satisfy /*^/g/*.
Theorem 3. Let f be a subadditive function on a locally compact group G satisfying lim inlx^.,f*(x) ^0. Then fis continuous almost everywhere.
Proof. Let P be the additive group of the real numbers and N QG X P the set {(x, a)\f(x) a«),
A is a semigroup, int(2V) = {(x, a)\f*(x) <a} and N={(x, a)\f*(x) ¿a). The condition lim inix^ef*(x) ^0 implies (and is actually equivalent to) the e-jointness of N. Hence the boundary of N is of measure zero, and this measure is equal to fo(f*(x) -/*(x))¿/i. Consequently f*(x) =f*(x) almost everywhere.
Remarks. If lim inix*.ef*(x)>0, f may be discontinuous everywhere.
lim iníx^.e f*(x) ^ 0 implies = 0 or = -00. If it is = -00, / may be described as follows: There exists an e-joint semigroup A in G (whose boundary is of measure zero) such that /(int(A)) = -°°, /(int(A')) = + co.
